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18 December 2018
Dear Families
The mathematics department will be returning the mock examination papers to
students during the remaining lessons of term. Students have been given the
opportunity to write corrections on their papers. These papers, with their corrections,
form an important revision tool as the papers are from past exams and represent
fairly what your child’s mathematics exams will be like in the summer. Grades for the
mock will not be given until the results day in January, when all grades from the
mock examinations will be issued.
Following the review of the exam papers, your child has been issued with
personalised learning checklists which help identify the topics in which they scored
highly, and those where clear improvements could be made. These should have
been fixed into their maths books and students should have completed some work
on their identified areas for improvement.
Your child should use the corrected papers and checklists to target further revision.
Additionally, your child will bring home a small A5 booklet from a company called
Birmingham Maths. This will focus on repetitive skills practice at specific grades and
has been selected appropriately for each set. Please ensure that your child
completes the booklet, marking their answers from the middle section as they work
through it. This should be returned to their maths teacher no later than Monday 14
January. The aim of this work is to keep current and strengthen basic skills so that
students are ready to move on when we return in the Spring term. Your support is
much appreciated.
Yours faithfully
Ms I Kosch
CL Mathematics
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